HERE ARE SOME OF THE KEY N4 ENHANCEMENTS WE’VE MADE:

Running N4 Anywhere and on Any Device
We’ve improved the usability of N4 and freed our customers from the requirements of Java licensing. Our new user interface offers much more flexibility with docking, search and select functionality as well as a host of other improved usability features.

Driving Efficiencies in the Automation Journey
We’ve improved the AGV fleet utilization, decking and other efficiencies to increase terminal throughput and ‘moves per hour’ in your automation journey.

Improved General Cargo Capabilities
We’ve added a number of general cargo features, including a unified cargo appointment system, direct load and unload capabilities as well a number of new gate business tasks surrounding general cargo.

Added Rail Functionality and Flexibility
We’ve upgraded the rail functionality to improve rail dispatching, stowage decisions and visibility and to avoid congestion.

Multi-Facility Operations
We’ve added visibility functionality to include multi facility operations which enables a terminal to divert vessels and allow planning of vessels downstream. It also provides unprecedented port-wide visibility for all operations.